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 صفحه ۲تعداد صفحه:  خانم خلعتبری: دبیر مربوطه پایه: یازدهم نام و نام خانوادگی:

A: Match the pictures with the sentences (2) 

                  

- - - - - - - ---                          ----- - - - - - -                   - - - - - - - - - -                         --  - - - - - - --           
1. Eating vegetables is an important part of a healthy diet. 

2. Iran's population is about 80 million. 

3. Stop being a couch potato! 

4. Asia is the largest continent of the world. 

                  
B: Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word. (1.5) 

(regions – popular - relationship – deaf) 
5. She has a very good .............................with her aunt. 
6. Rice is the most ................................food in Iran. 
7. Mazandaran is one of the best farming ..............................of Iran. 

 

C: Match the words with their definitions. There is one extra word (1.5 point)  

prevent- amazing - make up -harmful 
8. to form a thing, amount or number. 

9. To stop something from happening. 

10. wonderful 

D: one Odd out. (2) 
11. a. percent                       b. number                 c. measure               d. society 

12. a. depression                 b. health                    c. diet                       d. wellness 

13. a. Arabic                          b. England                c. English                 d.  Kurdish 

14.a. China                         b. Belgium                 c. France                  d. Europe 

 

E: Rewrite the words with the appropriate suffixes and prefixes(1point). use ( in - y- ful -dis) 
 

15. correct (                 ) like (              ) power (              ) rain (              ) 

 
F: Grammar: choose the correct answer. (2) 
16. There aren't (much _ many) children in the park. 
17. I have (a few – a little) old books. 
18. She needs (four – some) information. 
19.There (is-are) a lot of sugar in the bag 

 

G: Decide the following nouns are countable or uncountable. Write “C “for countable and “U” for 
uncountable (1) 

 rice (  )            traffic (  )              glass (  )               sugar (  ) 20. 

H:Write the appropraite words.(1) 

 
21) There are ……………………..of water in the picture.  
 
22) I drink a ………………….tea in the morning.  

I: Read the following sentences. Put (S) for subjects, (O) for objects, (V) for verbs and (Adv) for adverbs. 
(1point) 
 

23. The man is eating lunch quickly. 
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K. Unscramble the following sentences. (2) 

24. laughed – loudly – the boy – very   ............................................................................................... 
 
25. cars – are – there – lots of – the street – in …………………………………………………………… 
 

L: Check (  ) the sentences and rewrite them correctly. (2) 

26. climbing the tree: 

27. armin came yesterday: 

28. suitable for both boys and girls: 

29. the teacher took an exam: 

M: Read the text and fill in the blanks with the given words.(3) 

 

Another thing is paying attention to ………….(30)health. For example, eating healthy food helps 

people live longer and ……………....(31)diseases. Eating junk food makes people gain………..  (32), 

and increases the risk of heart……………(33) Eating balanced servings of bread, ………..……..(34), 

fruits, protein, and oil is necessary for everyone. Also, ……….…(35) exercises improve people’s health 

condition. 

N: Reading: Read the following passage and answer the questions. (2) 

An endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. Nowadays, many languages are losing their 

native speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge and culture disappear with it. A lot of endangered 

languages are in Australia and South America. Some of them are in Asia and Africa. The number of live 

languages of the world is around 7000, and many of them may not exist in the future. Many researchers are now 

trying to protect endangered languages. This can save lots of information and cultural values of people all 

around the world. 

B: Match the hovels: 

36. By protecting languages ………                 A. the knowledge and culture disappear with it. 

37. An endangered language ….…                 B. We can save cultural values of people all around the world 

38. When a language dies ………                  C. has very few speakers. 

True or false 
39. The number of live languages of the world is around 70000 thousand. (T –F) 

 M: Reading: Read the following passage and answer the questions. (2) 

People can do many things to have a healthier life. Most people have a special diet or do lots of 

exercise; however, without a careful plan they may hurt themselves. 

      To have a healthier lifestyle, people need to do certain things. First, they should check their general 
health. Measuring blood pressure and heartbeat is the most important thing to do. They also need to 
check their family health history. In this way, they understand if anyone in the family has had a special 
illness. 
       An effective way to enjoy a better lifestyle is having healthy relationships with others. 

Recent research has shown that a good social life decreases the risk of death. Sadly, some people do 

not visit their relatives very often these days. They are really busy with their work and usually use 

technology to communicate. 

40. In general health, measuring blood pressure is the most unimportant thing to do. 

                      a. True                      b. False 

41. Today, people use technology to communicate. 

                                                           a. True                      b. False 

42. The opposite of "decrease" is ………… 
43. How can we enjoy our lifestyle? 

 

 prevents – weight - daily -physical- vegetables - attack  
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